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From: Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal <barbara.byrne@noaa.gov>


Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 12:55 PM


To: Elissa Buttermore


Cc: J. Stuart


Subject: Re: Monitoring Table for JPOD


Attachments: Johnson et al 2017 (SFEWS) - Science advancements in life stage monitoring for WR.pdf


Another thought, which you may have already had....


You could use/cite to the monitoring summaries in Figure 1 or Tables 1 and 2 of Johnson et al 2017, attached.


On Fri, Oct 12, 2018 at 9:32 AM Buttermore, Elissa <ebuttermore@usbr.gov> wrote:


Hi Jeff and Barb,


I would like to attach a table of fish (salmonid, sturgeon, smelt) monitoring efforts throughout Central Valley


to the JPOD Fish Protection Plan. The purpose of the monitoring table would be to serve as a communication


tool of what monitoring efforts are necessary for specific JPOD actions, and to address a comment that Garwin


made about the JPOD Fish Protection Plan. Garwin had commented that " -- Various locations in the attached


Fisheries Response Plan identify current monitoring projects/programs, but some of those projects/programs


do not have long-term funding commitments. Reclamation should specify the monitoring and funding


commitments, and what would happen if a specific monitoring project/program is no longer funded, but


mentioned in the Fisheries Response Plan."


I found a lots of good information in the table at the end of the attached CDFW report, and I have some


information on monitoring through IEP. However, if you know of a comprehensive table that already exists


that I could use/adapt, could you please send it to me?


Thanks,


--

Elissa N. Buttermore

Fish Biologist

916-414-2408 (office)


U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

Bay-Delta Office

Sacramento, CA


--

Barb Byrne


Fish Biologist

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce


Office: 916-930-5612
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barbara.byrne@noaa.gov


California Central Valley Office


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


Find us online


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov
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